
Extensions PMC Proposal: CF Dev 

 

Summary 
 
Problem: Provisioning Cloud Foundry is expensive, and both app developers and operators 
benefit from the ability to run CF locally. CF app developers need a fast, easy way to run CF 
locally on their workstation so that they can test application code in a local, dedicated, isolated 
environment. CF operators need fast, easy access to a working BOSH deployment of CF so that 
they can test compatibility with other BOSH releases and platform-wide features. 
 
Existing solutions are incomplete. Running bosh-lite on your local workstation requires 
significant time and context. PCF Dev is faster and easier to setup, but it doesn’t include a 
BOSH director. Neither work on native hypervisors. 
 
Kubernetes can be run locally using native hypervisors with both minikube and Docker for 
Mac/Windows. Both solutions provide a fast, easy UX. 
 
Furthermore, the lack of a complete, well-engineered local CF is discouraging to prospective 
users, who may feel that CF is closed and inaccessible. 
 
Solution: CF Dev is a deployment of BOSH and cf-deployment that runs locally in Garden 
containers. It uses native hypervisors to start quickly with zero external dependencies. 
 
CF Dev is the successor to PCF Dev. PCF will be deployable to CF Dev using a future 
integration offered by Pivotal to anyone who has a PivNet account. The same developers will 
develop both CF Dev and the PCF plugin for CF Dev, but they will be separate products. 
 
Project Leads: Stephen Levine, Pivotal & Scott Sisil, Pivotal 
Initial Committers: David Protasowski, Pivotal, Stephen Hiehn, Pivotal, & Emily Casey, Pivotal 



Key Product Assumptions 
● App developers and operators would benefit from a complete local CF experience. 
● A complete, simple, and fast local experience would attract many prospective CF users. 

Feature Goals 
● Parity with PCF Dev (excluding anything PCF-specific) 
● Local BOSH director with CF accessible and re-deployable 
● Runs on native hypervisors 

Anti-Goals 
● Production usage 
● Cloud IaaS support (may change) 

Feature Epics 
● In progress: One command to have BOSH+CF running on macOS native hypervisor 
● Upcoming: Native hypervisor support for Windows 10 (via HyperV) 
● Upcoming: Legacy support for Virtualbox on any platform 

Links 
● https://github.com/pivotal-cf/cfdev 
● Direct binary download 

 

https://github.com/pivotal-cf/cfdev
https://d3p1cc0zb2wjno.cloudfront.net/cfdev/cfdev-v0.0.1-darwin

